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Abstract

Neutral beam prompt losses (injected neutrals that ionize such that their first

poloidal transit intersects with the wall) can put appreciable power on the outer

wall of tokamaks, and this power may damage the wall or other internal com-

ponents. These prompt losses are simulated including a protruding helicon

antenna installation in the DIII-D tokamak and it is determined that 160 kW

of power will impact the antenna during the injection of a particular neutral

beam. Protective graphite tiles are designed in response to this modeling and

the wall shape of the installed antenna is precisely measured to improve the

accuracy of these calculations. Initial experiments confirm that the antenna

component temperature increases according to the amount of neutral beam en-

ergy injected into the plasma. In this case, only injection of beams that are

aimed counter to the plasma current produce an appreciable power load on the

outer wall, suggesting that the e↵ect is of little concern for tokamaks featuring

only co-current neutral beam injection. Incorporating neutral beam prompt loss

considerations into the design of this in-vessel component serves to ensure that

adequate protection or cooling is provided.
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1. Introduction

A variety of plasma-facing components are challenged to survive the intense

radiation and thermal energy environment of the magnetically confined plasmas

produced in tokamaks. These range from simple diagnostics to major systems

that provide auxiliary heating such as wave injectors. For a potentially large5

component such as a high power antenna, the proximity to the plasma encour-

ages design that accounts for the nearby magnetic field [1] and rewards such

considerations with improved plasma performance [2]. Assessments of poten-

tial energetic ion (either charged fusion products or those produced from beam

and/or wave heating) losses are separately critical for ITER-like devices because10

these losses may both reduce the e↵ective plasma heating from neutral beams

and damage wall components [3]. Energetic ion orbits are considerably larger

than those of the thermal plasma particles, and this can require unique designs

for protecting plasma-facing components.

Neutral beams are capable of injecting up to 20 MW of power into the DIII-15

D tokamak [4, 5]. Some of the injected neutrals ionize in the plasma such that

their resulting orbit takes them directly into a plasma-facing surface. Those

prompt loss beam ions can result in O(1) MW/m2 power loads on the wall.

Such power loads were considered during the design of a helicon wave antenna

that is proud of the standard wall surface. Analysis of the prompt losses from20

the neutral beams is used to aid in the design of the helicon antenna, including

the design of protective tiles surrounding it.

The value of the helicon antenna is that its injected power is predicted to

provide e�cient o↵-axis current drive [6]. Injected from the outer wall, helicon

waves will deposit their energy into the plasma before reaching the center. That25

desirable e↵ect results in o↵-axis current drive that is an important component

in experiments to develop steady state plasma scenarios. The reliability of wave

driven o↵-axis current may be preferable to that sourced from the neutral beams

themselves (producing a suitable o↵-axis neutral beam source is a considerable

task [7]). Coupling helicon waves to the plasma requires propagating the wave30
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across the spatial region between the magnetically confined plasma and the

antenna. The smaller the distance between the helicon antenna and the confined

plasma boundary, the better the injected waves will couple. E↵orts to minimize

this distance lead to a situation in which the power reaching the helicon antenna

due to neutral beam prompt losses is significant.35

2. Prototype Modeling

DIII-D features a near-continuous wall with cut-outs for diagnostics and ac-

cess for auxiliary heating. The plasma-facing tiles are composed of graphite.

Figure 1(a) is an engineering drawing cross-section of DIII-D showing a typi-

cal plasma (major radius R
major

= 1.7 m and minor radius a = 0.7 m) and40

highlighting the region identified for helicon antenna installation. This antenna

installation location was determined based on the availability of diagnostic port

access for connection feedthroughs and the existence of a wide viewing region for

an infrared camera diagnostic [8]. Predetermining the location of the antenna

installation greatly simplified the prompt loss calculations because the new wall45

shape that incorporates the antenna profile had been set. A photograph of the

late-stage installation is given in Fig. 1(b). The center of the antenna is installed

at �
DIII-D

= 195� and the ports just above it and below it are labeled 195R+1

and 195R0, respectively (the naming scheme indicates the toroidal angle loca-

tion and the fact that these are [R]adial ports located above the midplane [+1]50

and at the midplane [0]).

Eight distinct neutral beams in DIII-D are each capable of injecting up to

2.5 MW into the plasma. These beams are named according to their toroidal

angle location and whether they exist in the left or right side of the housing

(two beams per housing, e.g., 210L is located at �
DIII-D

= 210� in the left55

side of the housing). Prompt losses are determined based on modeling of the

neutral deposition and the resulting ion trajectories. The deposition (i.e., the

ionization profile) is calculated using a Monte Carlo method that includes the

three-dimensional geometry of the beams and the atomic cross-section data for
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ionization probabilities from ADAS [9, 10]. Radial profiles of plasma parameters60

are provided as measured (e.g., magnetic equilibria from EFIT reconstructions

[11], ion density and temperature from charge exchange recombination spec-

troscopy [12], and electron density and temperature from Thomson scattering

[13]). This provides a data set of ions specifying their full location and velocity

vector, and that data is used as the initialization for a gyrocenter calculation of65

their trajectory. Deposition results from this modeling are shown in Fig. 2 for

shot 158527 (Bt = 1.25 T and Ip = 0.7 MA). Figures 2(a,b) show the deposi-

tion as a projection in the Rz-plane. One important capability of the deposition

code is that it includes ionization in the scrape-o↵ layer, which, even though

the number of neutrals ionizing outside the confined plasma is generally small,70

has still been found to be a contributing factor in measurements of lost beam

ions [14]. The solid white line in Fig. 2(b) is the separatrix and any deposition

outside of this represents scrape-o↵ layer ionization. Figures 2(c,d) provide a

top-view of the deposition to highlight the distinct toroidal dependence. While

this deposition is calculated in three dimensions, the magnetic equilibrium and75

plasma profiles are all input as axisymmetric properties.

The deposition profile provides the initialization information necessary to

calculate the resulting beam ion orbit: initial position (R
major

,�, z), and initial

velocity vector (vR, v�, vz) known from the injection vector of the neutral. The

magnetic equilibrium is known separately. Example orbits from Fig. 3 serve to80

describe the matter at hand, namely that some injected neutrals ionize such that

their orbit very quickly connects to the outer wall. Figure 3 includes two neu-

trals that ionize with nearly the same properties except that one begins with a

velocity vector parallel to the plasma current (black trace) and the other begins

with a velocity anti-parallel to the plasma current (red trace). These two arbi-85

trary example orbits show that counter-Ip injected neutrals feature orbits that

begin on the inner leg of their banana trajectory whereas co-Ip injected neutrals

begin on the outer leg. Counter-injected neutral beams are therefore capable of

losing considerably more ions to the outer wall than a similarly built beam that

injects along the direction of the plasma current. Whether an injected neutral90
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eventually strikes the helicon antenna is dependent on the plasma parameters

and the beam geometry. A wide range of plasma and beam conditions are mod-

eled in order to address the scenarios most likely to place appreciable prompt

loss power on the antenna.

The ion orbits are calculated using a gyrocenter code [15] that generally95

completes a 120,000 orbit calculation in under 2 hours. A fast completion time

is necessary in order to model many di↵erent scenarios. A full orbit calculation

that follows the position of the ion instead of its gyrocenter would be more than

an order of magnitude slower without providing any significant advantage over

the gyrocenter option. Full orbit results would provide better accuracy across100

the face of the helicon antenna, but that level of detail is not required to resolve

questions such as whether an antenna component is in danger of melting due

to power loading from neutral beam prompt losses. The value of the improved

spatial accuracy from a full orbit calculation is also decreased without the ability

to provide a similarly resolved wall shape, which is not available.105

While ions are followed throughout the scrape-o↵ layer, there is no account

for neutralization due to charge exchange between the ions and neutrals. De-

pending on the neutral density, the fraction of beam ions that neutralize in the

scrape-o↵ layer can be significant. The consequence of neutralization is that it

converts the ion to an unconfined neutral that will travel along whatever veloc-110

ity vector the ion had at the moment of neutralization. Given the gyro-orbit of

an ion in the tokamak magnetic field, this neutralization process can result in

50% of the beam ions passing back into the confined plasma. By ignoring this

e↵ect in the prompt loss power calculations here, we ensure that we calculate the

largest possible amount of prompt loss power reaching the helicon antenna, and115

that increases the likelihood that an appropriate amount of shielding is designed

(acknowledging that some events such disruptions could potentially produce a

larger power load).

The modeling process for the helicon project includes pre-installation mod-

eling using a prototype shape and then new calculations performed after deter-120

mination of the actual antenna protrusion. Projections of the prototype and
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actual helicon limiter shape are shown in Fig. 4 along with the typical limiter

shape away from the helicon antenna. Details of the final shape are given in

Sec. 3. The prototype limiter shape appears very di↵erent from the final shape

because it does not include protection tiles that were added following the mod-125

eling discussed below. The final limiter also extends up to 1.2 cm further into

the vacuum chamber than the prototype. Both wall shapes are modeled with

a toroidal extent of 186�  �
DIII-D

 204�. Outside of this toroidal region

the limiter shape is appropriately defined according to whether there is a port

opening or solid tile coverage.130

Modeling of the prompt losses striking the proposed helicon antenna installa-

tion was conducted using a plasma shape considered likely to provide one of the

largest possible neutral beam prompt loss heat loads. Shot 158527 at t = 3000

ms is a shape commonly used for advanced scenario experiments. The toroidal

magnetic field, Bt, is reversed (counter-clockwise when viewing the tokamak135

from above) compared to standard DIII-D experiments. A reversed toroidal

magnetic field means that the drift due to the gradient in the magnetic field,

set according to the direction ~B ⇥r ~B, is directed upward. Lost ions typically

strike the wall at a vertical position determined according to this drift direction,

and this means that reversed-Bt plasmas cause the largest number of prompt140

loss ions to hit the helicon antenna in its position above the midplane. In gen-

eral, antennas that are installed o↵ midplane could be placed opposite of the

expected vertical segment of beam ion prompt loss, but that is not possible

for DIII-D since experiments utilizing both directions of toroidal magnetic field

are commonplace. While there are simulations that include all of the neutral145

beams, it quickly became apparent that the counter-Ip beam results in an order

of magnitude larger heat load on the helicon antenna. Later modeling therefore

only includes counter-Ip neutral beams.

A summary of the results from one such simulation is shown in Fig. 5. This

simulation follows 120,000 ionized particles and identifies those that hit the wall.150

The Rz-projection of prompt losses from the 210L, counter-Ip, neutral beam is

shown in Fig. 5(a). The wall shape shows the prototype helicon antenna protru-
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sion near R
major

= 2.3 m and z = 0.3 m. Separation between the ion location

and the wall shape indicates the gyroradius of the ions in this gyrocenter orbit

calculation. Figure 5(b) shows the projection (as a two-dimensional histogram)155

of prompt losses in the �
DIII-D

✓-plane, where ✓ is the poloidal angle. The edge of

the helicon antenna appears as a sharp right-angle turn ending at approximately

�
DIII-D

= 200� in this panel.

Prompt loss results are converted to power reaching the antenna based on the

fractional number reaching the antenna and the total amount of power known160

to be injected by that beam. Continuing with the results shown in Fig. 5, the

210L beam is simulated with an injection energy of V
accel

= 80 kV corresponding

to an injected power (i.e., beam power reaching the plasma) of P = 2.6 MW.

Of the 2.6 MW reaching the plasma, we estimate that 76% of that power is

contained in the full energy component [4]. The lower energy components are165

ignored because they represent a smaller fraction of the power possibly reaching

the helicon antenna, and since they also feature smaller gyroradii they are more

easily blocked by protection tiles. This leaves the full energy power at 2.0 MW,

and then the deposition calculation shows that 13% of the injected full energy

neutrals are lost to shine-through and simply strike the opposite wall without170

ionizing. It should be noted that this shine-through level is large because this

particular beam is aimed more perpendicularly to the background magnetic

field and it therefore reaches the center post while the tangential beams are

aimed across the tokamak, missing the center post, and feature shine-through

percentages closer to zero. The total power from the full energy component175

of the beam injection is therefore 1.7 MW. The prompt loss calculation shows

that 28.6% of this 1.7 MW (0.5 MW) reaches the wall as prompt losses. Of this

0.5 MW reaching the wall, 32% is identified as striking the antenna location.

Taking this into account, 0.16 MW is identified as hitting the helicon antenna.

From the geometry of an ion gyrating about the background magnetic field it is180

possible to further separate the power deposition to determine that it is nearly

evenly spread across the top of the antenna and the front (i.e., larger �
DIII-D

end). These results inform the design of protection tiles for the helicon antenna.
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3. Modeling and Experience Following Installation

The final installation location of the helicon antenna was measured with a185

coordinate measuring machine (CMM). The CMM is installed in the DIII-D

vacuum vessel and provides three-dimensional position data that is accurate to

better than 0.5 mm. A set of landmarks in the inconel vacuum vessel provide

a reference for the CMM. Figure 6(a) shows a photograph of the helicon an-

tenna protection tiles that are labeled according to their identification within190

the CMM data set. The final CMM survey includes 100 point measurements

distributed across each of the 13 antenna tiles. Preference was given to mea-

surement locations near the edges and innermost portions of the tiles in order

to determine the areas of the entire helicon antenna structure that are closest

to the plasma. In addition, the Faraday rods (these serve as electromagnetic195

shields placed just above the modules) from the modules on either end were

surveyed, as was the single Langmuir probe tip [indicated in Fig. 6(a)]. A plot

of all the CMM data is shown in Fig. 6(b). The full data set is then reduced

to define a new limiter shape and this new shape is used in modeling of neutral

beam prompt losses and comparison with experiments.200

A first comparison is made between the actual antenna wall shape and the

prototype as shown in Fig. 5. The deposition profile changes an insignificant

amount consistent with variability in the Monte Carlo method. The fraction

of prompt loss reaching the antenna increases from 32% in the prototype case

to 42% using the actual wall shape. Total power deposited on the antenna205

therefore rises from 0.16 MW to 0.20 MW, with the majority of this power

striking the protective tiles. Calculating an increased power deposition with the

actual wall shape from the helicon antenna is expected since the actual shape

includes additional protection tiles and extends 1.2 cm further into the vacuum

chamber (see Fig. 4).210

After installing the helicon antenna it was possible to conduct plasma ex-

periments, measure the temperature of the antenna, and then simulate the

neutral beam prompt loss power for comparison. An initial plasma experiment
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is conducted with a magnetic field of Bt = 2.06 T and line-averaged density

3  n̄e  5 ⇥ 1013 cm�3 with a plasma current ramp from 0.8 to 0.6 MA.215

The purpose of the current ramp is that it changes the radial orbit width (i.e.,

the banana width) of the beam ions, thereby allowing for a study of the power

density dependence on Ip. Figure 7(a) shows the results from a simulation of

210L prompt loss reaching the antenna for the central value of Ip = 0.7 MA.

The ion orbit calculations are gyrocenter, and this post-processing considers220

full orbit e↵ects by binning the ions across a 5� toroidal extent preferentially

directed toward lower toroidal angle (preference set according to the plasma

current direction). The toroidal extent is determined based on a typical range

of toroidal transit distances for the beam ions [16]. The results indicate that the

higher toroidal angle edge helicon modules experience approximately 1 MW/m2

225

power density and the nearby protective tiles experience twice this value. Figure

7(b) shows the temperatures of the molybdenum Faraday rods in a SolidWorks

[17] simulation applying this prompt loss power density for a duration of two

seconds. In this case the Faraday rods reach a 762 C temperature. A large

di↵erence in temperature between the toroidally separated modules is expected230

since the prompt loss heating pattern dominates on the higher toroidal angle

side of the helicon antenna. Recognizing this toroidal dependence (and noting

that it would switch sides during experiments in which the plasma current di-

rection is reversed from standard), the shielding tiles of the antenna are ramped

[see Fig. 6(a)] such that some beam ions strike them instead of the Faraday235

rods or the copper modules. A ramp along the toroidal direction is the primary

adjustment to the protective tiles in order to reduce the beam ion power flux

reaching the more sensitive components of the helicon antenna. The gyroradii

of beam ions in DIII-D is typically 4-5 cm, meaning that their orbits will wrap

around any tile protection extended radially beyond the helicon antenna (the240

emitted helicon wave field evanesces within a few mm, so the protective tiles

cannot protrude further than this or they will prevent the helicon waves from

reaching the confined plasma).

A comparison of the measured and simulated module temperatures from
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shot 164468 is given in Fig. 8. The measured temperature is recorded by a245

thermocouple embedded in the module at the highest toroidal angle [see the

Thermocouple #7 label in Figs. 1(b)]. The absolute value of the time axis is

arbitrary and extended in order to show the long term evolution of the helicon

module temperature (the actual plasma exists for a duration of 5.4 seconds

beginning near t = 30 s). The simulated power load from the 210L beam prompt250

loss is taken from Fig. 7(a) and the calculated temperature behavior shows both

a faster rise and a higher peak temperature compared to the measured values.

This result is not inconsistent considering that simulation parameters are chosen

to ensure that simulated power loads are slightly larger than those actually

produced during operation. The thermal conduction path to the thermocouple255

in the simulation is shorter than that actually installed in the real antenna

(i.e., the actual tokamak remains more complex than the engineering model),

which is also consistent with the di↵erences between the simulated and measured

temperature evolution.

A summary of the dependence of the measured helicon module temperature260

(thermocouple #7) as a function of the 210L neutral beam injected energy is

given in Fig. 9. This data is collected over a range of shots during the first

day of plasma experiments intended to test the coupling of the antenna with

the plasma. The peak rise in the temperature is shown instead of the absolute

temperature to account for a variable starting temperature from plasma shots265

occurring earlier in the day. The 210L injected energy is totaled across the

entire shot. For injected energies below 1 MJ there is no noticeable increase

in helicon module temperature. Above 3.5 MJ of injected energy, however, the

temperature rise becomes greater than 30 C and the potential for damage in

a single plasma shot is increased since a 30 C rise in the bulk temperature270

corresponds to much higher surface temperature on the Faraday shield. This

operational experience is used to aid in experiment planning by requiring extra

precaution for proposed shots that will inject more than 3 MJ of energy from

the 210L neutral beam.

Additional qualitative insights are uncovered from this modeling and the275
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ensuing experiments. In both the simulations and the experiment, the power

reaching the helicon antenna decreased as the plasma current increases. This

general outcome is expected because the ion banana orbit width decreases as

plasma current increases, meaning that fewer orbits are expected to reach the

outer wall. Figure 10 shows the results of a set of simulations of the prompt loss280

from beam 210L in shot 164468 at three di↵erent plasma current values. Both

the entire prompt loss power (black trace) and the power striking the helicon

antenna (red trace) decrease as plasma current increases. Empirically, shots

taken with plasma current above 0.8 MA were not observed to produce signif-

icant helicon antenna temperatures during beam injection. This is consistent285

with the specific simulation results of Fig. 10, but it is noted there may exist

a plasma shape for which the prompt loss pattern changes significantly (e.g.,

smaller outer gaps).

4. Conclusions

Simulations of neutral beam prompt losses are used to inform the power-290

handling needs of a new helicon antenna installation in the DIII-D tokamak.

The antenna is expected to achieve optimal function if placed as closely as

possible to the plasma, though within reason considering its need to survive

plasma interaction at this minimal separation. A prototype antenna design was

modeled and prompt loss power densities upwards of 1 MW/m2 were identified.295

Graphite protection tiles were designed based on this information with the goal

of ensuring a safe existence for the copper modules. All of these aspects of the

design are completely unrelated to actual operation of the helicon antenna, for

the potentially damaging counter-current neutral beams operate across a wide

range of DIII-D experiments that do not use the helicon antenna.300

Following installation, new simulations are performed based on the measured

antenna wall profile and the results are compared with engineering models of the

temperature response of the antenna components. As predicted, the prompt loss

power striking the antenna due to counter-current injection of the 210L neutral
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beam is the most significant contributor to heating the antenna components.305

Initial experiments provide guidance concerning administrative limits on 210L

beam usage. Considering neutral beam prompt loss in the design of this in-

vessel antenna has proven to be important in ensuring its safe operation across

a wide variety of DIII-D plasma conditions, especially the counter-current beam

injection scenarios with relatively low plasma current (Ip . 0.8 MA).310
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Figure 1: (a) Engineering drawing of the DIII-D tokamak with a highlight of the helicon

antenna installation location slightly above the midplane. (b) Photograph of the helicon

antenna as the installation process nears completion with the modules covered by Faraday

shields (rods made from titanium-zirconium-molybdenum [TZM] coated with B
4

C).
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Figure 2: Modeled deposition profile of DIII-D neutral beam 210L at t = 3000 ms in shot

158527. The Rz-projection of 120, 000 neutrals is shown as (a) individual particles and (b)

a contour highlighting the relative density (the total of all the elements in this display equal

100%) across the plasma. Top views of this data are also provided with (c) individual markers

and (d) density contour.
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Shot 158527
t = 3000 ms
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Figure 3: Example orbits from DIII-D shot 158527 at 3000 ms. Both ions begin at the position

indicated by the ?-symbol and feature energy E = 80 keV and birth pitch angle (with respect

to the magnetic field) ✓ = 72.5�. One of the ions is born with a toroidal velocity vector parallel

to the background plasma current (co-Ip, black trace) and the other begins with a trajectory

opposite to the plasma current (counter-Ip, red trace).
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Figure 4: Di↵erent wall shapes used in the modeling including the final measured outline

(red trace), the shape used for the prototype modeling (blue trace), and the standard DIII-D

limiter without any antenna (black). The inset graphic is a zoomed-in view of the limiter

shape only including the helicon antenna region.
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Figure 5: Modeled prompt losses from the 210L neutral beam in shot 158527 at t = 3000 ms.

(a) Rz-projection indicating the locations (red ⇧-symbols) where injected beam ions reach the

outer wall for the case of the prototype only (without protective tiles, see blue trace in Fig.

4). (b) Projection of prompt losses in the �
DIII-D

✓-plane.
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Figure 6: (a) Photograph of the helicon antenna protection tiles with identifying number tags.

(b) All (R
major

, z) values for the antenna position measurement set.
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(b) Simulated Faraday Rod Temperature
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Figure 7: (a) Simulated power density across the helicon antenna installation due to prompt

losses from the 210L neutral beam in shot 164468 at t = 3401 ms. The dashed white line is

an outline of the measured location of the helicon modules. (b) Simulated temperature of the

helicon Faraday rods after two seconds of sustained incident power as shown in panel (a).
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Figure 8: Temporal evolution of the measured (solid black trace) and simulated (dashed red

trace) temperature of thermocouple 7 during shot 164468 (arbitrary time o↵set).
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Figure 9: The change in temperature measured by thermocouple #7 as a function of the total

energy injected into the plasma by the 210L neutral beam.
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Figure 10: Simulated prompt loss power from the 210L neutral beam in shot 164468. The

power is shown as the total reaching the wall (diamond shapes with black trace) and only the

power reaching the helicon antenna (square shapes with red trace).
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